Adjectives and Adverbs

Adjective: Part of speech that describes a noun or pronoun

Word Bank
Jagged rising prettiest different new quick

Pick the best adjective to complete the sentence.

1. My gift from Grandma had the _______________________________wrapping.
2. June likes soccer but would like to try a ____________________________sport.
3. Bob’s mom promised him ____________________ shoes if he cleaned his room.
4. We ran up the beach away from the _______________________________ tide.
5. Ships can wreck on the ________________________rocks if they come too close.
6. Patching the tire is a _______________________ fix, but it won’t last long.

Adverb: Part of speech that adds to or changes the meaning of a verb

Word Bank
up further down still slowly

Pick the best adverb to complete the sentence.

1. Sue always runs _____________________________ than the rest of us.
2. John gathered _____________________ his books before leaving class.
3. Bill is ________________________ lying in bed and it’s time for lunch.
4. They walked _____________________________ the hill toward the river.